
COMPLETING A TEXT 

Fill the 10 blanks in the passage below by the suitable word given below. 

A six-year old boy was…………………………………… by his neighbour’s dog. This 

……………………………… when Ryan Paul opened the gate of his house to……………………. up his 

football …………………………. had rolled outside. The dog, a big Labrador, pounced on the boy 

and………………………. him on his shoulder and arms. 

The boy’s mother heard his screams and ran out of the house. When she saw what 

was…………………., she hit the dog with a rod. Then she picked up his son and ran into the 

house. There……………………. was blood all over the poor child. 

Ryan was……………………….to SSRN Hospital where his wounds were treated. The owner of 

the dog was………………………………for…………………………………. his dog without a leash. 

 

1.  attack     attacking     attacked     attacks 

 

2.  happens     happened     happening     happen 

 

3.   pick     picked     picks     picking 

 

4.  who     which     when     where 

 

5.  bites     biting     bite     bit 

 

6.  happening     happened     will happen     happens 

 

7.   is     was     are     will be 

 

8.  sending     send     being sent     sent 

 

 

9.  fines     fine     fined     will fine 

 

10.  lets     to let     letting     will let 



Fill the 10 blanks in the passage below by the suitable word given below. 

According to a press article, the government………………………its best to build…………………. 

roads in years to come. More flyovers, underpasses and bypasses will also be……………………. 

A better road network is…………………………. because traffic flow is very 

heavy……………………………. peak hours in many parts of the country. 

Often, motorists have……………………………………. for three……………………. more changes of the 

traffic lights to……………………. through a junction. 

It……………………………. several years before the new roads can be……………………………………. 

1.  does     do     did     will do 

 

2.  more     some     most     much 

 

3.  build     will build     built     building 

 

4.  need     needed     needing     will need 

 

5.  while     in     during     at 

 

6.  to wait     waiting     will wait     waited 

 

7.  and     but     or    to 

 

8.  getting     get     will get     got 

 

9.  taking     took     taken     will take 

 

10.  complete     completes     completed     completing 


